Network congestion remains one of the main barriers to the continuing success of the Internet. For Web users, congestion manifests itself in unacceptably long response times. One possible remedy to the latency problem is to use caching at the client, at the proxy server, or within the Internet. However, Web documents are becoming increasingly dynamic (i.e., have short lifetimes), which limits the potential benefit of caching. The performance of a Web caching system can be dramatically increased by integrating document prefetching (a.k.a. "proactive caching") into its design. Although prefetching reduces the response time of a requested document, it also increases the network load, as some documents will be unnecessarily prefetched (due to the imprecision in the prediction algorithm). In this study, we analyze the confluence of the two effects through a tractable mathematical model that enables us to establish the conditions under which prefetching reduces the average response time of a requested document. The model accommodates both passive client and proxy caching along with prefetching. Our analysis is used to dynamically compute the "optimal" number of documents to prefetch in the subsequent client's idle (think) period. In general, this optimal number is determined through a simple numerical procedure. Closed-form expressions for this optimal number are obtained for special yet important cases. We discuss how our analytical results can be used to optimally adapt the parameters of an actual prefetching system. Simulations are used to validate our analysis and study the interactions among various system parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Related Work
Web users can experience response times in the order of several seconds. Such response times are often unacceptable, causing some users to request the delayed documents again. This, in turn, aggravates This work was supported by the National Science Foundation through grant ANI-0095626. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
the situation and further increases the load and the perceived latency. Caching is considered an effective approach for reducing the response time by storing copies of popular Web documents in a local cache, a proxy server cache close to the end user, or even within the Internet. However, the benefit of caching diminishes as Web documents become more dynamic [21] . A cached document may be stale at the time of its request, given that most Web caching systems in use today are passive (i.e., documents are fetched or validated only when requested).
Prefetching (or proactive caching) aims at overcoming the limitations of passive caching by proactively fetching documents in anticipation of subsequent demand requests 1 . Several studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of prefetching in addressing the limitations of passive caching (e.g., [14] , [17] , [22] , [23] , [27] , [31] , [32] , [35] , [42] , [46] , [49] ). Prefetched documents may include hyperlinked documents that have not been requested yet as well as dynamic objects [37] , [42] . Stale cached documents may also be updated through prefetching. In principle, a prefetching scheme requires predicting the documents that are most likely to be accessed in the near future and determining how many documents to prefetch.
Most research on Web prefetching focused on the prediction aspect. In many of these studies (e.g., [14] , [35] ), a fixed-threshold-based approach is used, whereby a set of candidate files and their access probabilities are first determined. Among these candidate files, those whose access probabilities exceed a certain prefetching threshold are prefetched. Other prefetching schemes involve prefetching a fixed number of popular documents [32] . Teng et. al [43] proposed the Integration of Web Caching and Prefetching (IWCP) cache replacement policy, which considers both demand requests and prefetched documents for caching based on a normalized profit function. The work in [30] focuses on prefetching pages of query results of search engines. In [47] , the authors proposed three prefetching algorithms to be implemented at the proxy server: (1) the hit-rate-greedy algorithm, which greedily prefetches files so as to optimize the hit rate; (2) the bandwidth-greedy algorithm, which optimizes bandwidth consumption; and (3) the H/B-greedy algorithm, which optimizes the ratio between the hit rate and bandwidth consumption. The negative impact of prefetching on the average access time was not considered. 1 The term demand request is used throughput the paper to refer to a user's request for a document that needs to be displayed right away.
Most of the above works rely on prediction algorithms that compute the likelihood of accessing a given file. Such computation can be done by employing Markovian models [20] In terms of protocol support for prefetching, Davison et al. [19] proposed a prefetching scheme that uses a connectionless protocol. They assumed that prefetched data are carried by low-priority datagrams that are treated differently at intermediate routers. Although such prioritization is possible in both IPv6 and IPv4, it is not yet widely deployed. Kokku et al. [26] proposed the use of the TCP-Nice congestion control protocol [45] for low-priority transfers to reduce network interference. They used an end-to-end monitor to measure the server's spare capacity. The reported results show that careful prefetching is beneficial, but the scheme seems to be conservative because it uses an additive increase (increase by 1), multiplicative decrease policy to decide on the amount of data to prefetch. Crovella et. al [17] showed that a rate-control strategy for prefetching can help reduce traffic burstiness and queuing delays.
Most previous prefetching designs relied on a static approach for determining the documents to prefetch.
More specifically, such designs do not consider the state of the network (e.g., traffic load) in deciding how many documents to prefetch. For example, in threshold-based schemes, all documents whose access probabilities are greater than the prefetching threshold are prefetched. As shown in this paper, such a strategy may actually increase the average latency of a document.
B. Contributions and Paper Organization
In this paper, we advocate a dynamic prefetching approach, in which the prefetching threshold and the number of documents to prefetch are dynamically optimized (on a per idle/active period) so as to minimize the average response time for a demand requested document. Our analytical framework accounts for the impact of prefetching on the traffic load, and hence on network delays. It also incorporates the effects of client and proxy caching. The objective function of our optimization ensures that prefetching is performed only when it leads to a reduction in the average response time (compared with no prefetching).
Dynamic threshold-based prefetching was also considered in [24] , [44] under a similar setup to the one assumed in this paper, but with only a single level of caching (browser cache). In our work, we also consider proxy caching, which is becoming commonplace in today's Internet access. Furthermore, in [24] , [44] , it was implicitly assumed that clients have high-bandwidth connections relative to the capacity of the shared access link (C). Consequently, the authors concluded that it is beneficial to prefetch all documents whose access probabilities exceed a given, network-state-dependent threshold. In our work, we consider a more generic model than [24] , [44] , with no assumptions on the predictor or caching policies (in [44] , the authors assumed an LRU caching policy). In contrast to [24] , [44] , our model accommodates various connection speeds, including dialup connections in which the client-proxy link rate can be lower than C.
Using this model, we find that it is not always good to prefetch all documents with access probabilities greater than some threshold value, irrespective of what this value is. More specifically, there exists an "optimal" number (N * p ) of documents to prefetch in a given OFF period and for a given client. We provide a simple numerical procedure for determining N * p dynamically. For special cases, we express N * p is closedform as a function of various system parameters (access speed, average document size, cache hit rate, etc.). We discuss how to integrate our optimization results into the design of a real prefetching protocol.
Extensive simulations of such an optimization-based protocol are conducted. From these simulations, we observe that due to the variability of file sizes, the file hit ratio of the combined prefetching/caching system is not a good measure of the likelihood of finding an arbitrary file in the cache. A better measure is found in the byte hit ratio. Contrary to common belief, we observe that prefetching never degrades the effectiveness of passive caching, so both can beneficially coexist in the same system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the network access model and derive an expression for the prefetching gain as a function of the system parameters. In Section III, we optimize the prefetching gain and determine the optimal number of prefetched documents that minimizes the average response time of a demand request. We use our analysis to study the effect of caching on the prefetching gain. In Section IV, we discuss how our analytical findings can be integrated into the design of a practical prefetching protocol. Simulations results are reported in Section V, followed by conclusions in Section VI.
II. MODELING FRAMEWORK
A. System Architecture
As shown in Figure 1 , we consider n homogeneous Web clients who are connected to a proxy server through dedicated lines (i.e., dial-up modems, cable, DSL, etc.), each of capacity r bits per second 2 .
The proxy server is connected to the Internet via an access link of capacity C bps. A client is assumed to run one browsing session at a time. The case of multiple sessions will be treated in a future work.
Each client maintains a local cache that implements an arbitrary cache replacement policy. Let h c be the file hit ratio of the cache. A very small portion of the client cache is reserved for prefetching, and is called the prefetching cache. The remaining portion is called the regular cache. It was reported in several studies (e.g., [11] , [15] , [16] , [18] ) that the hit ratio is proportional to the logarithm of the cache size.
Hence, reserving a small portion of the cache for prefetching should have a negligible effect on the hit ratio of the regular cache, making this hit ratio almost independent of prefetching. The regular cache stores demand-requested documents, whereas the prefetching cache stores prefetched documents. When a document that happens to be in the prefetching cache is demand-requested, it is moved to the regular cache. Accordingly, a document cannot be in both caches at the same time. Prefetched documents are brought to the client from either the proxy server (if available) or are retrieved from the original Web server. The proxy server maintains a cache for demand-requested documents, which is parameterized by its hit ratio h proxy . We assume that h proxy is independent of prefetching (the proxy server does not cache any prefetched files). We verify this point later in the simulations. Each client alternates between active (ON) periods, during which the client demand-requests documents, and idle (OFF) periods, during which the retrieved information is read by the user (see Figure 2 ). An ON period starts with the retrieval of an html file (the main document), which is usually followed by the retrieval of its inline objects. Each client runs a prediction algorithm that predicts future requests using the history of the client's requests along with hints from the proxy and original servers. The incorporation of such hints in the HTTP protocol is often done through the addition of new headers. These headers can have several directives that can be used by servers and clients to agree on the level of cooperation and to exchange information [22] . For example, the HTTP link header, specified in RFC 2068 [5] , provides the means for describing a relationship between two resources (e.g., the requested file and other files). Other techniques for exchanging information include prefetching agents, which communicate with servers via separate HTTP requests for files that contain statistical information [32] .
Typically, the outcome of the prediction algorithm becomes available right after the receipt of the main document. We assume a generic prediction model, where the predictor computes a set of k candidate files
. . , D k , and the probabilities of accessing them in the next user's active period (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k ).
For example, one can adopt the scheme in [24] with a straightforward modification to account for hints from the proxy server (the details of such a modification are described in Section IV-B). Note that the events of requesting any two or more files in an ON period are not necessarily mutually exclusive, i.e., k i=1 P i can be greater than one. The prefetcher uses the information provided by the predictor to prefetch files in the subsequent OFF period of the underlying client, starting with the file that has the highest access probability. The number of prefetched files depends on the length of the OFF period and the state of the network. If the OFF period is long enough, prefetching ends before the start of the next ON period. Otherwise, if a demand-request is issued before the prefetching of a file has completed, the client instructs the proxy to stop forwarding the prefetched file in progress. Any partially prefetched file is kept in the prefetching cache to be used in any future access to such a file. A demand-request is first served from the local cache (regular or prefetching cache), if the file is available. Otherwise, the request is forwarded to the proxy server. If the proxy server does not have the requested file in its cache, it retrieves it from the original server.
B. Prefetching Gain
In this section, we study the benefit of client-side prefetching when the average access delay is used as the performance metric of interest. The improvement in the access delay is indicated by the ratio of the average access time of an arbitrary demand-requested file under prefetching (A p ) to the average access time of such a file without prefetching (A np ). We call this ratio the access improvement index (I).
Prefetching is advantageous when I < 1. In the absence of client caching and prefetching, the proxy server is assumed to retrieve files from the original servers at a rate λ files per second in response to requests from all clients. Note that caching and prefetching can impact the rate of bringing files from their respective servers.
Prefetching always increases the hit ratio of the overall client cache system because prefetched files do not replace files in the regular cache (they are stored in the prefetching cache). Suppose that, on average, a client prefetches N p files in a given OFF period. Then, the average number of "useful" files is:
where
is called the prefetching precision [39] . The increase in the client-cache hit ratio due to prefetching is given by:
where N on is the average number of files in an ON period. This says that for each demand-requested file, If a client does not employ prefetching, a requested file will be brought from the local cache, the proxy cache, or the original server. The corresponding access times for a file of an average size s are 0, t prox (s),
and t serv (s), respectively. Accordingly, the average access time without prefetching is
We will come back to the determination of t prox (s) and t serv (s). Consider now the situation under prefetching. Because prefetching is performed on a per-client basis during the OFF periods and because clients communicate with the proxy via dedicated links, t prox (s) will be the same as in the no-prefetching case. Let t serv (s) be the average access time from the original server when prefetching is employed. Note that t serv (s) = t serv (s) because prefetching files for a given client increases the traffic seen by other clients that share the same access link, which as a result affects the average access delay for all clients.
Accordingly,
From (3) and (4), the access improvement index becomes:
We now turn our attention to the computation of t prox (s), t serv (s), and t serv (s). The queuing delay at the (dedicated) proxy-client link can be safely ignored, so t prox (s) = s r . For t serv (s) and t serv (s), we assume they are dominated by the queueing/service delays at the (downlink) shared access link from the Internet to the proxy server. This assumption is justified when the pool of clients that share the access link is large, as is often the case in ISP networks. To compute t serv (s) and t serv (s), we model the queueing/service delays at the proxy as an M/G/R Processor Sharing (M/G/R-PS) system. Riedl et al.
[ 40] suggested the use of this model for the dimensioning of IP access networks with elastic traffic and concluded its suitability for Web delivery systems, particularly when file sizes are large. The rationale behind employing the M/G/R-PS approximation is that in the underlying Web delivery system, multiple file downloads occur simultaneously over different connections (clients). These downloads are serviced by a shared link (processor) of capacity C. In our case, a client is limited by the bandwidth r of the dedicated access link, which can be less than C. The shared link behaves approximately as a queuing system with R = C/r servers. If there are n customers in the system, then each customer gets a fraction of the capacity C that depends on n. If n ≤ R, then each customer gets a fixed fraction r/C, i.e., up to R flows can be served simultaneously, each at a rate r bps. If n > R, then each customer gets a fraction 1/n of the total capacity. A special case of the M/G/R-PS system is when R = 1. In this case, a single client can fully utilize the capacity of the shared access link.
For the M/G/R-PS system, the mean file transfer time is given by [40] :
where ρ def = λs/C is the traffic load over the access link and f R is called the delay factor, a measure of how link congestion affects the response time. It is given by
Equation (8) is the familiar Erlang-C formula.
To apply the above model, we need to compute the traffic load with and without prefetching (ρ p and ρ np , respectively). The average load in the case of no prefetching (with caching only) is given by:
This represents the downlink traffic in response to client requests that cannot be satisfied from the client's regular cache or the proxy cache.
When prefetching is implemented, an average of N p files are retrieved during the OFF period. Hence,
This is the load on the downlink in response to requests that cannot be satisfied from the regular, the prefetching, or the proxy caches, plus the extra prefetched traffic (
). Note that for each demandrequested file, there are on average N p /N on prefetched ones.
From (5) and (6), the improvement index reduces to:
III. OPTIMIZATION OF PREFETCHING GAIN
In this section, we study the performance of a generic prefetching system. We use the analysis in Section II to optimize the prefetching parameters. Intuitively, prefetching impacts the mean access time of a demand-requested file in two ways. It improves the overall cache hit ratio of the given client and, as a result, reduces the number of files that need to be retrieved from the remote servers. At the same time, prefetching increases the load on the shared access link, which affects the retrieval time of demandrequested files destined to other clients (such files are retrieved from their original servers following a miss at the local and proxy caches). Hence, a client should be careful not to prefetch every file suggested by the predictor, as this may lead to increasing the overall average access time.
Accordingly, we seek to compute the optimal number of files to prefetch in an OFF period. Before trying to find this optimal value, we need to study the behavior of I as a function of N p . It can be mathematically shown (see below) that if prefetching a single file or a fraction of a file does not lead to any gain, then prefetching more files can only worsen the performance. On the other hand, if there is a gain out of prefetching a single file or a fraction of a file, then there is a unique optimal value for the average number of prefetched files in an OFF period. The following theorem describes the general relationship between I and N p . It also specifies the condition under which prefetching is beneficial.
Theorem 3.1: Suppose that files are prefetched in a decreasing order of their access probabilities, starting from the most likely one. Then the following holds:
1) LetP (N p = 1) be the prefetching precision when, on average, only one document is prefetched in an OFF period. In other words,P (N p = 1) is the average access probability of the first file to prefetch in the list of candidate files. For prefetching to be of a value, the following condition must be satisfied:P
2) If prefetching a single file or a fraction of a file does not improve the mean file access time, then increasing the number of prefetched files does not do any better.
3) If there is a gain out of prefetching, then the function I is convex in N p , with its minimum point achieved at the optimal N p (denoted by N * p ).
Proof: See Appendix B.
It is clear from Theorem 3.1 that the prefetching protocol must first decide whether to prefetch or not based on the prefetching threshold P th . If prefetching is deemed beneficial, then N * p is computed by
The convexity of the function I (part 2 of Theorem 3.1) gives a simple numerical recipe for computing N * p using a logarithmic-time binary search over the set of possible (integer) values that N p can take. For some special cases, a closed-form expression for N * p can be obtained, as described next.
A. Prefetching Precision Independent of N p
Consider the special case whenP is independent of N p , i.e., all files have the same access probabilities.
Accordingly, the condition in (12) translates into having the file access probability greater than P th . In this case, N * p can be computed analytically for two special cases, as described in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2:
Consider the case whenP is independent of N p ,P > P th , and R = 1. Then, 1)
2) If no proxy caching is used (h proxy = 0), then the higher the number of prefetched files, the higher is the prefetching gain.
Proof: See Appendix C. we set r = 500 kbps (so R = 1), h proxy = 0, and P th = 0.5. It is clear that whenP > P th , I decreases monotonically with the number of prefetched documents. In this case, I can be maximized by prefetching all documents with access probabilities greater than P th , in line with [44] . For the other cases, I does not necessarily decrease monotonically with the number of prefetched files. This is shown in parts (b) and (c).
For example, in part (b), when P = 0.4, I decreases with the increase in N p up to a certain point, after which the trend is reversed. Furthermore, when P P th , the trend in the access improvement becomes monotone. This is because the improvement in the hit ratio is more significant than the loss due to the increased traffic. Moreover, prefetching cannot go beyond a point where the shared access link is 100% loaded.
Note that the threshold value decreases with the increase in R and h proxy , which is intuitive since increasing R or h proxy moves the delay bottleneck towards the client-proxy link. 
B. Prefetching Precision Varying with N p
To study the performance of prefetching whenP depends on N p , we consider the following simple relationship between ∆ h and N p :
where 0 ≤ K ≤ 1 − h c . Based on this relationship, the lowest value for ∆ h is 0 (no prefetching), while its highest value is 1 − h c , since the overall cache hit ratio (h c + ∆ h ) cannot exceed one. Accordingly, the prefetching precision is given by:P
Figure 4 shows the performance for the same system shown in Figure 3 but with P varying according to (19) . Consider the case R = 1 and h proxy = 0. In this case,P > P th for N p ≤ 7. When N p = 7, prefetching all seven files with access probabilities greater than P th improves the performance (I < 1), but does not necessarily optimize it (e.g., prefetching six files is actually more beneficial than prefetching seven files). For the other two cases shown in Figure 4 , we can see that increasing the number of prefetched files can worsen the performance, sometimes even whenP > P th . 
Corollary 3.3:
Consider the case when R = 1, h proxy = 0, andP varies with N p . Then, prefetching all files with access probabilities greater than P th is guaranteed to reduce the average access time compared to no prefetching.
Proof:
The proof follows readily from part 2 of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.4:
For givenP and N p , increasing R or h proxy reduces the average access time.
Proof: See Appendix D.
According to Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, a prefetching system can prefetch all files with access probabilities greater than P th . As can be seen in Figure 5 , this solution reduces the average access time but does not necessarily minimize it with respect to N p . This is because for a given N p , the worst access delay is when R = 1 and h proxy = 0.
Effect of Caching on Prefetching Gain
We now use our analytical results to study the interactions between prefetching, on the one hand, and proxy and client caching, on the other. First, we consider the interactions between prefetching and proxy caching, setting h c = 0. Intuitively, one may think that proxy caching limits the value of prefetching. It turns out that this is not always true. Specifically, for clients with low-bandwidth connections (r C), the bottleneck is the client-proxy link. In this case, the reduction in the access time due to prefetching a file from the proxy cache is comparable with the reduction due to prefetching this file from its original server, especially when the load over the shared access link is light (i.e., small N p values). This situation is depicted in Figure 6 
IV. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we discuss how our analytical model can be integrated into the design of a prefetching protocol. We first address the issue of estimating the model's parameters and show how such estimates can be used in performing optimal prefetching.
A. Parameter Estimation and Protocol Support
Initially, each client goes through a no-prefetching warm-up period, during which the client estimates its own parameters, including h c and N on (the number of demand-requested files in an ON period). The client also estimates the relationship betweenP and N p . This can be done by running a prediction algorithm without performing any actual prefetching. Each client reports this information to the proxy server, which uses it in estimating P th according to (12) , determining the prefetching gain I, and computing N * p for each client. The proxy also estimates its own cache hit ratio h proxy . By the end of the warm-up period, the proxy will have computed for each client an approximation of h c , the relationship betweenP and N p , and the average length of the ON period. Clients periodically update the proxy with estimates of their parameter values, which the proxy uses along with the estimated load (ρ p ) to recompute the prefetching parameters (P th and N p ).
If the proxy determines that prefetching is beneficial (based on P th andP ), it uses (11) to optimize the number of files each client can prefetch. The proxy provides each client with its N * p by piggybacking this information in its response to the client. Once a client has its N * p , it can start prefetching in the subsequent OFF period. We assume that N * p can take non-integer values, where the fractional part means that only a part of a file is prefetched using, for example, the HTTP range request message [8] . This feature is critical because of the high variability of file sizes in the Web. Upon receiving a demand-request, prefetching stops, and all prefetched data are saved. When a file that was partially prefetched is demand-requested, only the remaining portion of this file is retrieved.
Prefetching needs to be implemented fairly for clients with different traffic demands. A reasonable approach is to assign weights to clients depending on their (downlink) traffic demands. The higher the weight assigned to a client, the higher the volume of prefetched traffic that is allowed for that client. The assigned weights can be easily computed by the proxy based on the observed loads of different clients at the shared link.
B. Forecasting Demand-Requests
Several schemes for Web traffic prediction have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [14] , [23] , [24] , [32] , [35] , [42] , [49] ). Any of these schemes can be integrated into our prefetching protocol. Without loss of generality, we can consider for our simulations the predictor by Jiang et. al [24] , with some modifications to include hints from the proxy server. In [24] , prediction is done at the client side using the client's history along with hints from the main server. Two types of counters are maintained at the client for each html document: a page counter and a set of link counters. Any time an html document X is accessed, its page counter P X is incremented. If X has a link to an html document Y and Y is accessed from X, then the link counter L X,Y is incremented. Following each access to document X, the predictor computes the probability of accessing every document that is linked from X. For a linked document Y , this probability is given by
If not enough historical information is available for computing this probability, the client relies on hints from the proxy, which runs a similar prediction algorithm but based on the aggregate traffic seen by all clients. The proxy also maintains some hints from the original servers that can be used if the information collected by the proxy is not statistically sufficient. The prediction algorithm at the proxy requires that clients provide the proxy with information about the html document from which the request is initiated. The proxy also provides the server with similar information.
Note that the above predictor does not consider dynamically generated files, i.e., files that are generated by a server-based script whose input parameters are supplied by the client. This does not change the qualitative nature of our results, since our analysis relies on a generic output for the prediction algorithm (the k files that are most likely to be demand requested in the next ON period along with their access probabilities). Predictors for dynamic content have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [28] , [37] ), and can be readily integrated into our adaptive prefetching design.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The theoretical results in Section III were based on average-case analysis of an idealized queuing model.
To validate the appropriateness of these results, we simulate a generic prefetching protocol that integrates into its design the optimization of the previous section.
A. Simulation Setup
We consider 50 clients who access the Web through a common proxy. The proxy cache implements an LRU policy with h proxy = 0.4 (the cache hit ratio is controlled by adjusting the cache size). Each client has a large local cache. One percent of this cache is reserved for prefetching. Local caches also implement the LRU caching policy.
B. Traffic Model
We use model-based synthetic traces to drive our simulations. Although real (measured) traces would be preferable, we do not rely on them for two reasons. First, most Web traces available in the public domain are captured at the server, whereas our simulations require client-side traces. The few available client-side traces are not sufficient to reproduce the behavior of 50 independent clients, especially that they do not contain information about the client's ON/OFF behavior 3 . Secondly, when using real traces it is not possible to control the traffic parameters (e.g., average durations for the ON and OFF periods, average document size, etc.), which we need to study different scenarios.
To capture the essential statistical properties of Web traffic, we extend the model in [12] to generate client-side traffic. The model in [12] is based on multifractal processes, which are more flexible than monofractal (self-similar) models in describing traffic "irregularities" at different time scales. In its original form, the model in [12] captures the temporal locality, spatial locality, and popularity of the aggregate Web traffic seen by the proxy server. Such traffic represents responses to requests for main html documents from all clients. Each html document can have one or more inline files (e.g., images). As suggested in [13] , [33] , a heavy-tailed Pareto distribution is used for the number of inline objects in an html document. The OFF period and the file size are generated according to heavy-tailed lognormal distributions [13] , [18] , [33] . The duration of the ON period is specified by the requested main document and the time it takes the client to retrieve such a document and its inline files. Table I summarizes the distributions used in traffic generation along with their parameter values (taken from [13] , [33] ).
The model in [12] was not intended for client-side traffic, but rather to capture the properties of the aggregate traffic destined to a group of clients. To synthesize client-side traffic, we start with a no-prefetching simulation run, in which each client is represented by an ON/OFF profile based on the distributions shown in Table I and so on. 
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C. Prediction Model
Because prediction is not the focus of our work, for our model-validation purposes, we adopt an artificial predictor whose accuracy can be controlled. The predictor works as follows. Each client is assumed to know the future with certain accuracy and has a window through which it sees this future. To emulate a particular relationship betweenP and N p , the client considers a window of m files (number of files to prefetch) that are not in the local cache. The ith file in the candidate list is considered for prefetching with probability P i . If a file is not selected for prefetching, it means that the predictor made a wrong decision.
In this case, the client retrieves a dummy file whose size is sampled from the file size distribution. This dummy file is either retrieved from the proxy or the original server based on the estimated value of h proxy . Figure 9 illustrates the main idea behind this artificial predictor. In this figure, the client needs to prefetch three files in the current OFF period. The first three files that are in the future window and are not locally cached are B 1 , B 2 , and C 0 . To capture a specific relationship betweenP and N p , the access probabilities P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 for the three candidate files to be prefetched are set to
The client prefetches file B 1 with probability P 1 , and with probability 1 − P 1 an alternative dummy file is prefetched. The same thing is done for files B 2 and C 0 . Accordingly, the precision in predicting the three files is
, which reflects the mimickedP (N p ).
D. Validation of ∆ h and ρ p
In this section, we validate our analysis with regard to the effects of prefetching on the client's overall cache hit rate and on the system load (ρ p ). In a given simulation run, each client tries to prefetch a fixed number of files (n) in every OFF period, if possible. Each run outputs the access improvement index (I), the average hit ratios for all caches, the average system load, and the average number of prefetched documents in an OFF period (N p ). Note that N p can be less than n because some OFF periods are not long enough to retrieve all n files. Figure 10 compares the increase in the client cache hit ratio due to prefetching with its numerical counterpart computed using (2). It is clear from the figure that the model is very accurate. The average load versus N p is depicted in Figure 11 . Overall, the modeled and simulated loads are sufficiently close to each other, with a slight deviation when N p is high. This deviation comes from the slight change in h proxy due to prefetching, which we assumed in our analysis to be independent of prefetching. Although we assumed that prefetched documents are not cached at the proxy, prefetching can affect h proxy as it changes the stream of Web requests seen by the proxy. Figure 12 depicts I versus N p , computed using the analytical model and the simulations. The two plots depict a similar trend. Surprisingly, the prefetching gain in the simulations is lower than the one obtained using the analysis. One reason for the difference is that the analysis relies on the average file size, whereas the file size is highly variable (follows a heavy-tail distribution). To test the effect of the file size on the average access delay, we reran the simulations, assigning to all files the same size (average file size). The outcome of this simulation experiment is shown in Figure 13 . It is clear that our analysis needs to account for the high variability in the file size. This can be done by modelling the average access delay for a single byte of data. Hence, we use the byte hit ratio of the caching system to compute the probability of finding an arbitrary byte of data in a given cache. Accordingly, the average access time of an arbitrary byte is computed as:
E. Validating the Access Improvement Index
where h c is the regular-cache byte hit ratio, h proxy is the proxy cache byte hit ratio, and ∆ h is the increase in the local cache byte hit ratio due to prefetching. To validate this revised model, we reran the simulations to compute the byte hit ratios for all caches. Figure 14 shows the numerical results for the original and OFF period based on the estimated system load, the prefetching precision, and the proxy and regular caches' byte hit ratios. As before, these hit ratios are estimated from historical data. The increase in the local cache hit ratio due to prefetching (∆ h ) is estimated based on the number of files the client intends to prefetch. The estimated ∆ h is used to compute the increase in the local cache byte hit ratio due to prefetching ( ∆ h ). This is done by multiplying ∆ h by a correction factor α, which represents the average ratio of prefetching cache byte hit ratio to its file hit ratio that can start with one and gets updated during continual prefetching. Note that for the purpose of optimizing N p , ∆ h must be estimated for several values of N p . Figure 15 shows the simulation results for the adaptive prefetching protocol. In this plot, we also
show the results under non-adaptive prefetching, where we run several simulation experiments and in each experiment we set N p to a given value. From the non-adaptive prefetching simulation, we found that 
Np
, r = 500 kbps, C = 500 kbps, λ = 8 files/s, S = 38 kbits, hproxy = 0.39, hc = 0.31).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyzed the performance of a generic client-side prefetching system. We considered the access time improvement as the performance metric. Our model considers both proxy and client caches. Based on our analysis, we obtained an expression for the prefetching threshold that can be set dynamically to optimize the effectiveness of prefetching. We proposed a prefetching protocol that uses our analytical results for optimizing the prefetching gain. We investigated the effect of the caching system on the effectiveness of prefetching. We discovered that prefetching all documents with access probabilities greater than a given threshold value does not always lead to the minimum access delay, as was reported in previous works. This is only true for the case when clients have high access speeds relative to the access speed of their common proxy. For the other cases, the access delay improves with the increase in the number of prefetched documents until a certain point, after which the trend is reversed. Moreover, we found that prefetching is always profitable even with the existence of a good caching system. We also observed that the high variability in Web file sizes limits the effectiveness of prefetching.
In this work, we assumed that each client runs one browsing session at a time. The one-session assumption is acceptable for clients with low-bandwidth connections. The case of multiple sessions is more common for clients with high-bandwidth connections, which we leave for a future work.
APPENDIX
A. Model Extension to Heterogenous Clients
The model in Section II deals with a homogenous environment in which clients have the same access speed r, the same cache hit rate h c , and the same ON/OFF statistics. In this section, we explain how our model can be extended to clients with heterogenous characteristics by employing a generalized version of the M/G/R-PS system. Such a queueing system has recently been studied by Kawahara et al. [25] .
According to the extended model, client i, i = 1, . . . , n, is characterized by an access speed r i , a cache hit rate h c i , an average demand λ i , and an average ON duration N on i (in files). This client gets min{r i ,
r j } of the shared capacity. We now show how to derived the access improvement index under this model.
First, we determine the mean file transfer time for client i (t i ). Similar to t in (6), t i is given by:
where f R i is the same as the delay factor f R in (7) but with R i def = C/r i replacing R. To determine t i with and without prefetching, we need to compute the corresponding loads over the shared access link, ρ p and ρ np , respectively, which are given by:
where ∆ h i = N p i P /N on i is the increase in client i's hit ratio due to prefetching and N p i is the average number of files that client i prefetches in its next OFF period. Equations (22) and (23) are the counterparts of (9) and (10) for the homogeneous case. Accordingly, the mean access times without and with prefetching for an arbitrary file that is demand-requested by client i are given by:
where t prox,i (s), t serv,i (s), and t serv,i (s) are the same as t prox (s), t serv (s), and t serv (s), but for client i.
From (24) and (25), we can compute the access improvement index for client i:
Note that for i = 1, . . . , n, I i is a function of N p i , which is the parameter to be optimized. For the underlying heterogenous case, determining the cost function to minimize with respect to N p 1 , N p 2 , . . . , N p n requires specifying a notion of fairness. For example, if clients are to be treated equally, then the cost function to minimize is simply given by I = (
However, it may be argued that such a cost function is not fair to clients with fast connections, which should, arguably, be allowed to prefetch more files than clients with slower connections. On the other hand, it may also be argued that slow clients benefit more from prefetching than fast clients, and so they should be given more weight in the cost function. In general, all of these notions of fairness can be handled by minimizing a weighted cost function
where the weights w 1 , . . . , w n are determined based on whatever concept of fairness is being adopted.
Note that similar to I, the function n i=1 w i I i is convex in the optimization parameters, so it can be easily minimized using numerical approaches.
B. Proof of Theorem 3.1
First, we show that if prefetching a single file or a fraction of a file does not improve the mean file access time, then increasing the number of prefetched files does not do any better. To do that, we express I as the product of two functions f 1 (x) and f 2 (x), where x is the average number of prefetched files in an OFF period:
We approximate f R (ρ) in (7) by:
The goodness of this approximation is demonstrated in Figure 16 . It is easy to show that f 1 (x) deceases monotonically with x, since
Note that d∆ h dx > 0, as prefetching always increases the overall cache hit ratio.
On the other hand, f 2 (x) increases monotonically with x, considering that for all 0 ≤ x < ∞ we have
Note that dρ p dx > 0, because prefetching always increases the network traffic unless the prediction is 100%
accurate.
Now if we can show that f 1 (x) decreases at a slower rate than the rate at which f 2 (x) increases, then we can say for sure that there is no gain out of prefetching more files if prefetching a single or a fraction of a file is not beneficial. This also assures that if there is a gain out of prefetching, then there is a unique value for N * p . Formally, we need to show that 
Formally, for prefetching to be beneficial, the following condition must be satisfied: , we end up with
C. Proof of Theorem 3.2
Let x be the number of prefetched files. Then, I can be expressed as
Now to optimize I, we let dI dx = 0 and solve for x:
With ∆ h (x) defined according to (18) , g (x) reduces to 
where, A, B, and C are given in (15) , (16) , and (17), respectively.
To prove the second part of Theorem 3.2, we know that for prefetching to be of a value, we must have I < 1. Therefore,
Taking h proxy = 0, we end up with
Because ρ p is linear in x, both sides of the above inequality decrease linearly with x. Hence, if the rate at which the left-hand side (LHS) decreases at x = 0 is greater than the rate of the right-hand side (RHS), then increasing the value of x increases the reduction in I (improves I).
For the rate of the LHS to be greater than the rate of the RHS, we must have the following:
which is the threshold value that is necessary for prefetching when R = 1 and h proxy = 0.
D. Proof of Theorem 3.4
Consider A p as defined in (4) and f R (ρ) as defined in (32) . Then,
which is less than zero because ln(ρ p ) < 0. Accordingly, the access time with prefetching decreases with
R.
For h proxy , we have
But 1 − (1 − h proxy )
Accordingly, dh A p hproxy < 0 and the access time with prefetching decreases with h proxy .
